SPRING 2021 TEFL COURSE OFFERINGS

Our Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) programs provide training in teaching English as a second or foreign language to ESL/EFL students. Completing a certificate program can increase job prospects in English language teaching and international education both in the U.S. and overseas. For those seeking international adventure, our TEFL programs will open doors to travel/work abroad and rich intercultural experiences. For more information, email us at tefl@ucsd.edu.

Information Sessions

Are you looking for a career change? Perhaps you have always wondered if teaching was right for you. Join us for an information session of your choice to learn more about our program offerings and how you can start your teacher training today!

You can join the online asynchronous information session at any time and view the materials. The live online synchronous information session will include a live presentation and will be followed by a Q&A.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kim Gonzalez, MA in Applied Linguistics; TEFL Program Coordinator.
Section ID: 155382 Course No. INFO-70164
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: Not for credit Fee: $0

LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kim Gonzalez, MA in Applied Linguistics; TEFL Program Coordinator.
Section ID: 155392 Course No. INFO-70007
Time/Date: Tues 6:00-7:00 p.m. PST, May 11 Credit: Not for credit Fee: $0

Enroll online at extension.ucsd.edu/tefl
Email tefl@ucsd.edu with questions.

Course Delivery Method
We offer a variety of delivery methods for our classes including in-person, live online synchronous, and online asynchronous. See below for descriptions.

- **In-Person/Hybrid** = Class meetings will be held at our La Jolla Extension Campus. Students must physically attend in-person class meetings in order to pass the class. No exceptions. There will also be required asynchronous independent work.
- **Live Online Synchronous** = Class will meet online via Zoom on the designated days and times listed. Students must attend the weekly live online class meetings. There will also be required asynchronous independent work for students to complete.
- **Online Asynchronous** = Class will be entirely online and asynchronous. Students will work at their own pace to complete the required weekly coursework. There will be no required virtual class meetings, but the instructor will hold a few optional Zoom meetings throughout the quarter.
Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure I
This course explores the complexities of English structures and how and when they are used (pragmatics). Special emphasis is on areas of syntax unique to English and most troublesome to non-native speakers, both prescriptive and descriptive forms. Participants will study highly specialized features of English grammar and learn how best to teach and integrate the practice of these features in all types of EFL lessons. Syntactic variations related to gender, age, socioeconomic, and other factors are examined. The important connection between syntax, morphology, and semantics will be reviewed. Note: Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure I and Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure II can be taken in any order.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kim Gonzalez, MA in Applied Linguistics
Section ID: 155796 Course No. LING-40045
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Best Methods in Teaching Pronunciation and Fluency
Features of English phonetics, phonology, stress, and intonation will be drawn on to enrich training in best practices for teaching and learning pronunciation. Going beyond discrete sounds, this class will focus on the suprasegmental aspects of English pronunciation such as stress, rhythm, pitch, and intonation. Specific techniques for accent reduction, plus important information on body language will be presented. This course will emphasize the integration of pronunciation instruction and practice in all types of ESL and EFL lessons.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Amy Pascucci, MA TESOL
Section ID: 155393 Course No. LING-40047
Time/Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Best Methods in Teaching Listening Skills
Become familiar with the different types of listening needs and tasks, as well as the best techniques and methods for helping your ESL and EFL students become more skillful listeners. Essentials of successful listening comprehension include making sense of a stream of sounds filtering and contextualizing applying discourse and cultural information. Students will learn about bottom-up vs. top-down skills, such as: knowledge of vocabulary, grammar, individual sounds, general knowledge, situational awareness, schema.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Nicola Teague, MEd in TESOL and Special Needs
Section ID: 155379 Course No. LING-40048
Time/Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Best Methods in Teaching Speaking Skills
Learn the best methods for getting ESL and EFL students to speak English and tasks that encourage meaningful interaction in this TESL certificate course. This class will address types and idiosyncrasies of the spoken language, and micro skills of speaking that are factors in the oral code. Review current issues in teaching oral communication by analyzing: conversational discourse, pronunciation, affective factors. This course will suggest fluency and accuracy activities that can be used in and out of the classroom. Learn factors that hamper improved speaking skills for ESL and EFL learners including: specific contexts, performable variables, colloquial language, pronunciation factors, interaction.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Jessica Quinn, MA in Applied Linguistics
Section ID: 155394 Course No. LING-40050
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Teaching Writing for Academic and Professional Purposes
Learn about discourse features of successful writing in English, in particular for academic and professional communication in the U.S. and around the world. The following are specific to good written English and are often not found in the same ways in the writing of other languages: uses of reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, lexical cohesion. This class will instruct you on the rhetorical and formal conventions of good writing, and the most effective ways to share that knowledge with your ESL and EFL students.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Nicola Teague, MEd in TESOL and Special Needs
Section ID: 155387 Course No. LING-40044
Time/Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Theories and Methods of Language Teaching and Learning
Become acquainted with the most generally accepted theoretical and methodological models of English language teaching and learning. This practical class offers you pedagogical ideas on how to meet the specific needs of various: ages, proficiency levels, purposes, skills, and contexts. You will build a repertoire of ESL and EFL classroom activities firmly embedded with well-established principles of language acquisition in a step-by-step approach to interactive language teaching. Focus on: integration of skills, learner styles and strategies and preferences, multiple intelligences, and lesson design.

IN-PERSON/HYBRID
Instructor: Deb Inada, M.Ed. in TESOL
Section ID: 155389 Course No. LING-40110
Time/Date: M&W 1:00-2:35 p.m. PST, Apr. 5-May 26 (16 mtgs)
Location: Extension La Jolla Campus
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Best Methods in Teaching Speaking Skills
Learn the best methods for getting ESL and EFL students to speak English and tasks that encourage meaningful interaction in this TESL certificate course. This class will address types and idiosyncrasies of the spoken language, and micro skills of speaking that are factors in the oral code. Review current issues in teaching oral communication by analyzing: conversational discourse, pronunciation, affective factors. This course will suggest fluency and accuracy activities that can be used in and out of the classroom. Learn factors that hamper improved speaking skills for ESL and ESL learners including: specific contexts, performable variables, colloquial language, pronunciation factors, interaction.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Nicola Teague, MEd in TESOL and Special Needs
Section ID: 155394 Course No. LING-40050
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Teaching Writing for Academic and Professional Purposes
Learn about discourse features of successful writing in English, in particular for academic and professional communication in the U.S. and around the world. The following are specific to good written English and are often not found in the same ways in the writing of other languages: uses of reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, lexical cohesion. This class will instruct you on the rhetorical and formal conventions of good writing, and the most effective ways to share that knowledge with your ESL and EFL students.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Nicola Teague, MEd in TESOL and Special Needs
Section ID: 155387 Course No. LING-40044
Time/Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Theories and Methods of Language Teaching and Learning
Become acquainted with the most generally accepted theoretical and methodological models of English language teaching and learning. This practical class offers you pedagogical ideas on how to meet the specific needs of various: ages, proficiency levels, purposes, skills, and contexts. You will build a repertoire of ESL and EFL classroom activities firmly embedded with well-established principles of language acquisition in a step-by-step approach to interactive language teaching. Focus on: integration of skills, learner styles and strategies and preferences, multiple intelligences, and lesson design.

IN-PERSON/HYBRID
Instructor: Deb Inada, M.Ed. in TESOL
Section ID: 155389 Course No. LING-40110
Time/Date: M&W 1:00-2:35 p.m. PST, Apr. 5-May 26 (16 mtgs)
Location: Extension La Jolla Campus
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9
Theory and Methods of Reading Instruction
In this course, you will receive an overview of various theoretical approaches as they apply to reading in the ESL and EFL classroom, relevant areas of research in foreign language reading, and connection of theory and research to the teaching and learning of reading. You will be provided with a thorough understanding of the reading process and the ways in which to build and assess reading skills, particularly academic and professional material. There will be an emphasis in how to best teach vocabulary and idioms through reading in an ESL and EFL context.

LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Nicola Teague, MEd in TESOL and Special Needs
Section ID: 155390 Course No. LING-40046
Time/Date: Thu 5:30-8:30 p.m. PST, Apr. 5-Jun. 11 (10 mtgs)
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure II
Explore the complexities of English language structures and how and when they are used (pragmatics). You will learn how best to teach and integrate the practice of various highly specialized features of English grammar in all types of ESL and EFL lessons. Syntactic variations related to gender, age, socio-economics, and other factors will be examined. Focus on the following structures: noun phrase in detail, quantifiers, count and non-count distinctions and plurals; regular and irregular adjectives and adjectival clauses, modals and conditional clauses, conjunctions, and more. Note: Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure I and Advanced Analysis of English Sentence Structure II can be taken in any order.

LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Elizabeth Bredeck, PhD in German Literature
Section: 155378 Course No. LING-40075
Time/Date: Mon 5:30-8:30 p.m. PST, Apr. 5-Jun. 11 (9mtgs.)
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Introduction to Pronunciation & Fluency for Language Teachers
This course will prepare you with the basic foundation in phonetics necessary for being an effective English language teacher. You will learn the phonetic alphabet and how best to incorporate it in explaining basic pronunciation patterns in English. Introduction to the suprasegmentals of the English phonological system including: stress, rhythm, intonation patterns. Each segment of the course will also provide easy to use activities that can be readily adapted to their classrooms.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kelly Smith, MEd in TESOL
Section: 155396 Course No. LING-40098
Time/Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($370 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Introduction to Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL)
Prospective or novice English teachers who are not yet familiar with the basic theories, methods, and practices of TEFL or for those experienced teachers needing a further grounding in the most current, up-to-date methods and practices to be more successful in their current teaching will find this TEFL certificate course useful. Explore skills, language, and the learning process while introducing practical applications to your ESL and EFL classroom. Introduction of issues in methodology as well as the basic skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Introduction to the teaching of the micro-skills: pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, and discourse. Other topics covered: learning styles and strategies, learner autonomy, content-based instruction, and assessment.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kim Gonzalez, MA in Applied Linguistics
Section ID: 155380 Course No. LING-40096
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Teaching English to the Young Learner (TEYL) Classes

TEYL Classroom Management
Focus on establishing the optimal classroom learning environment and learn to use key teaching strategies and reflective teaching techniques to foster positive classroom dynamics that motivate young language learners socially and emotionally. Topics include designing and revising language learning activities to access various: learning styles, multiple intelligences, and stages of educational development. Learn how to establish a meaning-rich learning environment by: using frameworks for age-appropriate task and activities, selecting materials and resources that bring language and culture to life in the ESL and EFL classroom, and employing effective classroom management strategies.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Kelly Smith, MEd in TESOL
Section ID: 155384 Course No. LING-40125
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9

Teaching Young English Learners in the Primary Grades (Ages 4-7)
Participants will learn the essential concepts, theories, and activities that are age appropriate (for ages 4-7) and used by successful EFL teachers around the world. Young children learn best while using their hands, eyes, and ears, so all activities will incorporate activities involving the physical world with songs, stories, rhymes, games, drawing and colors, kinesthetic activities, phonics, and technology. Participants will learn how to construct a typical lesson plan with warm-ups, pre-activities, body and closing techniques. They will also learn effective assessments to evaluate learner success.

ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS
Instructor: Jessica Quinn, MA in Applied Linguistics
Section ID: 155388 Course No. LING-40124
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Linguistics
Fee: $450 ($425 if enrolled by Mar. 17).
No refunds after: Apr. 9
**Games for the EFL Classroom**
Learn how to encourage student interaction through a variety of fun ESL games and activities. Games can be as short as 2-5 minute activities to long-term, multiple part tasks. You will learn how to increase language practice in large classrooms, with ideas on how to integrate communicative activities within a prescribed curriculum.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Christina Andrade, M.Ed., TESOL  
Section ID: 155395 Course No. LING-40063  
Time/Date: Thur 4:30-8:00 p.m. PST, Apr. 19-May 1 (2 mtgs)  
Credit: 1 unit in Linguistics  
Fee: $150 No refunds after: Apr. 18

**Teaching Language Through Art**
Learn how to incorporate basic art-making techniques to teach English learners of all ages in this hands-on TEFL certificate course. You will explore a variety of fun art projects to motivate ESL and EFL students with varying learning styles. Projects include: book construction, collage, illustration, dioramas, drawing exercises. Discussion includes: materials management, designing projects to ensure student engagement and success, strategies to use art projects as a language assessment tool.

**IN-PERSON/HYBRID**
Instructor: Annika M. Nelson, BA in Studio Art  
Section: 155386  
Time/Date: Fri 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. PST; May 5-19  
Location: Extension La Jolla Campus  
Credit: 1 unit in Linguistics  
Fee: $145 No refunds after: May 4

**Workplace EFL: Teaching English in International Business and Industry**
This workshop is designed for those who want to expand their employment possibilities to include the private sector. Participants will explore how to market English for Specific Purposes (ESP) to businesses and managers whose employees need to improve both their spoken and written communication. Practical ideas for spoken and written ESP activities will be provided, as well as useful tips on designing needs assessments, setting tangible and attainable learner goals, dealing with scheduling issues, and setting tuition.

**ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Amy Pascucci, MA TESOL  
Section ID: 155391 Course No. LING-40069  
Time/Date: May 17-30 Credit: 1 units in Linguistics  
Fee: $150 No refunds after: May 16

**English as a Second Language Classes**

**Academic Writing**
This course will improve accuracy in writing mechanics, all areas of grammar, the essentials of effective writing style and organization. Lectures will instruct on writing summaries, abstracts, technical reports, and academic papers.

**ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Lauren Flenniken, MA English  
Section ID: 155399 Course No. WCWP-40000  
Date: Apr. 5-Jun. 11 Credit: 3 units in Writing  
Fee: $450 No refunds after: Apr. 7

**Advanced Pronunciation and Fluency**
This course is designed for ESL speakers who are familiar with the English sound system and their own pronunciation problems. Expand your skills in correctly applying English patterns of: stress, intonation, linking, and reductions.

**ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Lucy Mattson, BA Education, TESOL Certificate  
Section ID: 155406 Course No. LING-40083  
Time/Date: Wed 6:00-9:00 p.m. PST, Apr. 7-Jun. 2 (9 mtgs.)  
Credit: 3 units in Linguistics  
Fee: $450 No refunds after: Apr. 9

**American Idioms and Slang for Fluency I**
Students will learn roughly 50 common idiom and slang terms. Activities online may include voice recording of oral production of idioms, sentence writing, fill in the blank, and multiple-choice. American Idioms and Slang for Fluency I & II can be taken in any order.

**ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Crystal Carothers, M.Ed.  
Section ID: 155411 Course No. LING-40123  
Date: Apr. 5-Apr. 30 Credit: 1 unit in Linguistics  
Fee: $150 No refunds after: Apr. 7

**American Idioms and Slang for Fluency II**
Students will master 48 special expressions through individual interaction with and personal guidance from an expert instructor. Activities will include voice recordings of students’ oral production of idioms, sentence writing, and other activities. American Idioms and Slang for Fluency I & II can be taken in any order.

**ONLINE ASYNCHRONOUS**
Instructor: Christina Andrade, M.Ed., TESOL  
Section ID: 155412 Course No. LING-40127  
Date: May 3-May 28 Credit: 1 unit in Linguistics  
Fee: $150 No refunds after: May 5
**Business Writing for Non-Native English Speakers**

Students will learn correct rules of writing how to choose the right word or expression, as well as formal and informal writing styles. Topics will include business language, style, form, and presentation graphics. Learn effective techniques for memos, letters, solicitations, reports. Acquire writing competency for technical, managerial, and marketing purposes. On-the-job examples will be used to build your writing skills and professional abilities.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Laura Bozanich, MA in International Comm.

**Section:** 155407 Course No. WCWP-40219

**Time/Date:** Mon 6:00-8:45 p.m. PST, Apr. 5-Jun. 4 (8 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Writing Program

**Fee:** $450 No refunds after: Apr. 7

---

**Effective Oral Presentation**

This course addresses oral communication problems encountered in formal academic and professional settings as conferences, meetings, and classrooms. Learn the importance of clear pronunciation, precise vocabulary, appropriate format, and group management skills.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Timothy Palmer, M.A. Applied Linguistics

**Section ID:** 155408 Course No. LING-40081

**Time/Date:** Tues 6:30pm-9:30pm PST, Apr. 6-Jun. 8 (10 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Linguistics

**Fee:** $450 No refunds after: Apr. 8

---

**Grammar and Editing II**

Learn to identify and correct the most common problems in writing, such as the correct usage of conjunctions, prepositions, and punctuation usage. Recognize and correct your own grammar errors and learn how to find the right answers to specific, recurring grammar questions.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Elizabeth Bredeck, PhD German Literature

**Section ID:** 155413 Course No. LING-40101

**Time/Date:** Tues 6:00-9:00 p.m. PST, Apr. 6-Jun. 8 (10 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Linguistics

**Fee:** $450 No refunds after: Apr. 8

---

**Grammar and Vocabulary Building**

Build grammatical competence through extensive contextualized practice at the sentence level. Increase your vocabulary and vocabulary retention through various exercises.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Karolina Popovic

**Section ID:** 155400 Course No. LING-40082

**Time/Date:** Thur 6:00-9:00 p.m. PST, Apr. 8-Jun. 10 (10 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Linguistics Fee: $450

No refunds after: Apr. 10

---

**Pronunciation and Fluency**

By the end of the class, students will have awareness of their problem sounds, learned how to produce those sounds accurately, and understood how to continue refining their speech while strengthening overall confidence.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Section ID:** 155404 Course No. LING-40076

**Time/Date:** Wed 6:00-9:00 p.m. PST, Apr. 7-Jun. 9 (10 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Linguistics

**Fee:** $450 No refunds after: Apr. 9

---

**Scientific and Technical Writing for Non-native English Speakers**

The specific styles and usage conventions of various scientific fields will be covered. Focus on clarity and idea development, strength of expression, and editing to eliminate problems with grammar and usage.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Timothy Palmer, M.A. Applied Linguistics,

**Section ID:** 155409 Course No. WCWP-40045

**Time/Date:** Wed 6:30-9:30 p.m. PST, Apr. 7-Jun. 9 (10 mtgs)

**Credit:** 3 units in Writing

**Fee:** $450 No refunds after: Apr. 9

---

**Topics in Writing Mechanics**

Learn how to correct the most common punctuation errors in English writing, including the use of commas, semi-colons, apostrophes, hyphens, dashes, capital letters, and more.

**LIVE ONLINE SYNCHRONOUS**

**Instructor:** Jennifer Singer

**Section ID:** 155414 Course No. LING-40117

**Time/Date:** Tues 4:30-6:30 p.m. PST, Apr. 27-May 25 (5 mtgs)

**Credit:** 1 units in Linguistics

**Fee:** $150 No refunds after: Apr. 29